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ABSTRACT 

This work is titled “Financial Control and the Challenges of Fraud Prevention in the Banking 

Industry”. This study is informed by the fact that despite the existence of financial control 

guidelines such as those provided by the Central Bank of Nigeria and other regulatory agencies, 

bank fraud is still in the increase on a daily basis. So to solve this problem, the study was 

designed to identify the factors that are responsible for this phenomenon. The study adopted a 

survey designed and with the help of a questionnaire collected primary data from selected banks 

in Rivers and Bayelsa State. A total of fifty-one (51) respondents were used. A regression 

analysis was used to test the hypotheses and simple percentage for the research questions. The 

study revealed that the current control measures by Central Bank and other control bodies are 

sufficient in content and scope to prevent fraud in the industry, however, effective operation of 

such controls are hindered by human and system failures. The study recommended among others 

that, monitoring by the relevant control agencies on the operatives of commercial banks should 

be improved and be more frequent to prevent any fraud. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Control involves directing, inspecting and regulating work. It may mean having to take remedial 

actions. Department heads for example, need to keep within spending budgets. (Olorede, 2004). 

Every organization knows the need to keep the activities of its employees to stay within the 

confines of allotted means of authority and responsibility to ensure the achievement of the 

overall goals of the entity. This calls for developing a system to ensure that guidelines are 

provided for actions at all levels of activities. In the event of any deviation, the control measures 

will detect it and bring the action back to tract (Oyadonghan, 2008). 
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“Financial controls are special purpose accounting tools schematically designed to prevent and or 

detect fraud in the process of accounting for financial transactions” Oyadonghan, (2008). With 

regard to the financial systems, governments use them as monetary policy instruments to regulate 

the economy so as to achieve fiscal objectives such as reduction in inflation, unemployment, 

support growth of small scale business etc. The central authorities responsible for the control 

measures are the Central bank of Nigeria and the Nigerian Deposit and Insurance Corporation of 

Nigeria. They have in the past years provided several control measures aimed at preventing a 

collapse of the banking sector, economic meltdown, protect depositors’ funds and prevent such 

funds from mismanagement/misappropriation by greedy financial house proprietors (Herbert, 

2005). Financial mismanagement or fraud is a concept that is synonymous with the Nigerian 

public sector, the banking industry and the general culture of the people. Fraud in the public 

sector is classified to be misappropriation and stealing and that of the private sector is 

mismanagement, tax invasion, creative accounting and direct stealing (Udoayang and James, 

2004). 

 

Fraud is often defined as the use of deception for unlawful gain and unjust advantage, something 

that constitutes a crime, someone who is not what he pretends to be or he is (Oyadonghan, 2008). 

With the above definition fraud is something that causes injury on those affected with distorted 

and creative gain (though unlawful). For those distorting others, it is a criminal act and 

punishable by criminal and common law (Otuturu, 2005). The recent financial scandals with 

some big  Nigerian banks such as Oceanic and Intercontinental Bank creates a lot of unbearable 

imaginations in our minds about the relevance  of financial control measures to fraud prevention 

in the banking industry. 

People operate controls, every entity has policy manuals, procedures, computer-controlled 

information accounting systems but people make the system work at every level of the entity. 

Management and people establish the objectives, put control measures in place and operate them. 

Financial controls provide reasonable assurance and not absolute assurance that category 

objectives will be achieved because a system operated by humans will experience breakdowns. 

Human errors, deliberate circumventions, management override and improper collusion among 

people who are supposed to act independently had caused failure to achieve financial control 

objectives and fraud prevention. The relevance of this study is that, it will contribute to 

knowledge, on financial controls and challenges created by humans and operational deficiencies 

posed by current events in the banking industry. In addition, it will provide a means for scholars 

to access new literature. The study will make possible recommendations for implementation. 

 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE  

Meaning of financial controls  

Control is a management function aimed at redirecting actions to achieve planned objectives in 

an organization (Oyadonghan 2006). It involves directing, inspecting and regulating work. It 

may mean having to take remedial actions to provide a reasonable assurance regarding the 

achievement of corporate objectives and safety of corporate assets. According to Robertson 

(1996), financial control is to ensure reliability of financial reporting compliance with applicable 

laws, regulations and standards and effectiveness of operations. Financial control according to 

Oyadonghan (2006) is designed to achieve objectives in three categories. In the operations 

category, it involves achievement of good business administration, reputation, return on 

investment, fair and profitable market share and safeguarding assets in the context of their 
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effective and efficient use. In the summary of operation category control objectives is to ensure 

effective business strategy and tactics.  

In the financial reporting category objectives, it includes reliability of published financial reports 

(e.g. annual financial statement, interim financial reports and insecurity, theft, damage, 

unauthorized disbursements, dispositions and misappropriation of corporate fund) including the 

accounting reporting of lapses in assets safeguard. The financial reporting objectives are the most 

direct concern to internal and external auditors. 

The third is the compliance category which breed objectives in compliance with laws and 

regulations that affect the company, such regulations includes central bank policies through open 

market operations, moral persuasions, federal treasury bills and bonds, appropriation acts, 

policies from the exchange and security commissions, corporate affairs commission and the 

Nigerian deposit insurance corporation. 

The fundamental concepts involved in financial controls are process, people and reasonable 

assurance and category objectives. As a process, it has stages of operations and actions which on 

its own need to be controlled. It is people oriented, because people perform the process of 

control. People who are prone to fraud due to advance poverty and commercial influence and 

peer pressure. This accounts for the challenges associated with the process of control and finally 

its inability to guarantee an absolute assurance that category objectives can be achieved but 

reasonable. Reasonable, because the process is being performed by humans, so the big question 

is what are those human factors that reduce the achievement of control objectives to 

reasonableness?   

Hence, Robertson (1996), said financial control is “all the policies and procedures a firm uses to 

prevent, detect and correct errors, irregularities and frauds that might get into financial 

statements”. So the essence of financial control is actions which adjust operations to 

predetermined standards and its basis is information in the hands of managers. 

 

Regulatory institutions for financial control in the banking industry 

Regulatory institutions of the financial systems aim, is to ensure that users of the financial 

statements generated by firms receive a minimum amount of information that will enable them 

take meaningful decisions regarding their interest.  In the reporting entity to safeguard 

depositor’s funds, to create confidence in the depositors whose propensity to save is high and to 

save the economy from any possible melt down, to prevent the downsizing of employees 

(Popoola, 2009). The bodies responsible for these regulations are often statutory agencies such as 

the accounting standard board, Securities and Exchange Commission in the stock market, the 

Central Bank of Nigeria, the Nigerian Deposit and Insurance Corporation, etc.         

The Nigeria accounting standards board act was enacted in 2003 before then it was merely an 

advisory body responsible to provide standards on the power to enforce compliance. But with the 

act, it is mandatory for preparation of financial statements to comply with such standards. The 

board is to ensure uniformity in presentation of corporate financial statements to enable co-

operation and effecting of necessary regulations. As an agency it has the function to develop and 

publish accounting standards for the good of the society and the corporate world. Until in recent 

years when the financial reporting council was established to replace the SAS’s with the IFRS. 

All these statements of accounting and reporting standards are aimed at preventing fraud and 

ensuing harmonization of accounts among firms in the same industry, ( Adejuwon 2011). 

SEC and the stock market are formed to collaborate a fair pricing of a business represented in 

stock or shares without achieving deception in the public for patronage. It is concerned with 
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issuing of prospectus, floating of a company, business combination and disposal, stock transfer 

and right of election, nominal value depletion by any form of capital reconstruction. 

The primary aim is to protect investors’ forum and confidence in the business (Rose et al 2000). 

This is backed with the investment and securities act of 1999. It makes provision for the 

registration of the capital market for take overs and acquisitions. The central bank, backed with 

the banks and other Financial Institutions Act 1991 provides specific requirements relating to the 

minimum paid up capital, statutory reserves, lending limits, classification of assets return, 

classification of debtors and advances and relevant provisions for such debts classified, 

depositors’ amount and minimum balance left with the central bank as deposits. All of these are 

financial regulatory agencies set up to combat fraud and such intensions in the banking sector of 

the economy. The central bank has a strong and firm hold on the banking sector that is prone to 

fraudulent practices.    

  

Financial controls in the banking industry  

Some of the specific financial control majors that are intended to prevent fraud in relation to the 

banking industry are discussed here. 

i) Segment Reporting SAS 24: Activities of many banks are across different 

classes of business (e.g. insurance, investment on stock, forex, property 

management) and geographical boundaries (as in many branches). It is expected 

that their financial reports should give reasonable information about the classes 

and branches of their business, where such businesses are significantly affected by 

the different branches or classes.  

Financial statements are means of communicating information on the resources, 

obligations, performances and liabilities of the reporting entity, so that users will 

be able to understand the  risk involved in the business, because CAMA 1990 

does not provide for adequate format and level of information, almost all the 

banks are faulting its relevance. 

It is intended to reveal the core business activities of all segments or branches in 

the business. Banks that had dealings on illegal activities such as back-trading and 

undue bank charges associated with many branches had failed to comply with this 

standard.   

ii) Banks and other financial institutions Act of 1991: BOFIA is the statutory 

backing for the establishment of banks, discount houses, finance houses and 

micro-credit banks in Nigeria. Some of the accounting and financial control 

majors provided in it are as follows –  

 Minimum capital: It is specified that upon the advice of the central bank of 

Nigeria, the president shall determine the minimum capital base of the banks 

which is at present to be: 

a) Universal banks   - N25billion  

b) Bureau de change  - N500 million 

c) Micro-credit banks - N20 million  

d) Mortgage Institutions - N2 billion 

 Cash Reserves, special deposits and specified liquid Assets: The BOFIA 

requires every bank to maintain with the central bank of Nigeria. Cash reserves 

and special deposits and hold specified liquid assets or stabilization securities, as 
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the case may be as specified by CBN as empowered by section 39 of CBN Act 

1991. 

 Statutory Reserve Fund: This act also requires every bank to maintain a reserve 

fund. Each year, a bank must transfer an amount to the reserve fund equal to and 

not less than 30% of the profit after tax, if the amount in the reserve is less than 

the paid up share capital and 15% of the profit after tax, if the amount in the 

reserve fund is equal or more than the paid up share capital. 

 Payment of dividends: No bank shall pay dividend until.   

a) All its preliminary expenses, organizational expenses share selling expenses, 

brokerage, losses incurred and other capitalized expenses not represented by 

tangible assets have been written-off 

b) Adequate provision has been made for contingent losses on risk assets, liabilities, 

off-balance sheet commitment   

c) It has complied with capital ratio requirement specified by section 13(1) of the 

act. 

 Analysis of non-performing loans and advances: Prudential guidelines issued 

by CBN requires banks to classify non-performing loans and advances to provide 

for loan impairment as follows:  

 

Interest and Principal  Classification  Provision  

Outstanding for over 90 days  substandard  10% 

Outstanding for over 180 days  Doubtful  50% 

Outstanding for over 360 days  Lost  100% 

Paid as when due  Performing  1% 

 

When banks fail to adhere to these guidelines then the tendency for management fraud comes in 

leading to creative accounting, theft of bank assets, extortion of customers by over charging 

charges and interest, undue granting of loans to self and related persons by bank officials leading 

to bad debts, reporting of impaired and non-performing assets in the balance sheet statement 

(Udoayang and James, 2004).  

 

Fraud in the Banking Industry 

The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) defined fraud as “a 

misrepresentation by a person of material fact known by that person to be untrue or made with 

intend to deceive and with the result that another party is injured’ (Udoayang and  James, 2004) 

The above definition Shows fraud as a misstatement of fact that is material in nature, which 

involves criminal deception that injures the other party. It also means that materiality of the fact 

is misrepresented, with the intent of inducing someone to believe the falsehood and act upon it as 

true and thus suffer a loss or damage. 

 

Types of fraud 

Fraud in banks varies widely in nature, character and method of operations, in general fraud 

perpetrators use different methods of fraud perpetration to commit bank fraud. (Russell 1995). 

On the basis of perpetration bank fraud may be categorized into 3 groups as provided by capizzi 

(2005)  

1. External Fraud: They are committed by people who are connected to the bank. 
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2. Internal Fraud: They are committed by people who are committed to the bank. 

3. Mixed Fraud: They are committed by both outsiders and the bank staff together. 

Categorization on the basis of the method of perpetration is the most common form of 

classification employed by banks. New methods were later derived with time. However, 

we are able to identify the following: 

i) Outright theft and embezzlement. 

ii) Defalcation 

iii) Foreigners and insider trading 

iv) Computer fraud  

v) Fraudulent use of bank documents. 

vi) Unauthorized lending and creative accounting 

vii) Lending to ghost borrows. 

viii) Unofficial borrowing 

ix) Fake payments  

x) Over/under valuation of property 

xi) Early writing of performing advances as bad debts. 

 

Causes of Fraud  

Identifying the cause of bank fraud is very difficult. Modern day bank fraud usually involve 

complex web of conspiracy and deception that often mask the actual cause, this explains why it 

takes the bank of England, the federal reserve board, the two most sophisticated sovereignty 

central banks in the world, about ten years to come to grip with the fact that bank of credit and 

commerce international (BCCI) was involved in fraudulent activities. The national check fraud 

centre (2005) many authors have tried to identify the causes of fraud. For instance Olorede 

(2004) identified fifteen institutional causes and five environmental societal causes, Ando (1997) 

identified six main causes. However, the most common causes of bank fraud in Nigeria are 

divided into two: 

1) The institutional factors 

2) The environmental/societal factors 

The institutional factors are those traceable to the internal environment. Societal factors are those 

which result from the influence of the environment/society of the banking industry. Various 

authors seem to be unanimous in analyzing many institutional causes of bank fraud and they 

include the following (Udoayang and James, 2004). 

1) Bad management: Experience has shown that banks with bad management records 

fraud more than banks with efficient management. 

2) Recruitment system: Bad recruitment policy, where relevant technical knowledge 

and competence, character and other sterling qualities are thrown to the dogs, 

facilitates fraud in banks. Where employment is based on god fatherism. 

3) Frustration: Frustration occurs when an individual is unable to satisfy his needs, 

(kiabel 2004). Frustration is due to two major factors. Environmental and personal. 

Environmental factors can be job related or goal blocking. Personal factors are the 

weakness of a person resulting from over estimation of his capabilities. These 

frustrations lead to fraudulent practices in banks. 

4) Staff Negligence:  In some instances staff negligence could give rise to the 

perpetration of fraudulent activities in banks.  Negligence can be as a result of bad 

supervision, lack of technical knowledge, pressure and lack of cognate experience. 
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5) Internal Control: Lack of or poor application of internal control mechanism 

creates an environment for fraudulently inclined staff and other outsiders to 

commit fraud. 

6) Use of sophisticated accounting system: With the use of sophisticate accounting 

system, fraudulent staff could easily omit entries, substitute improper calculation 

and posting, manipulate documents, substitute fictions, documents and alter 

genuine ones. 

 

Environmental/Societal Factors 

1) General list of affluence: Our society today has become one where most people 

want to become rich overnight through any means. Such people dismiss morality as 

an unnecessary prerequisite for virtuous life; to them the end justifies the means. 

2) Fear of negative publicity: The failure of banks to report fraud to relevant 

authorities because of fear of negative publicity has encourage fraudsters to defraud 

banks since they have the believe that the affected banks will not prosecute them. 

3) Lack of effective punishment: Delay in prosecution of fraud stars and lack of 

heavy punishment are factors that contribute to the continuous perpetration of bank 

fraud in Nigeria. For instance, it is much easier to send someone who steals a goat 

to prison than to prosecute a bank manager that stole one million naira. 

4) Our value system: People tend to worship wealthy people in the society without 

caring about the source of their wealth. The rising societal expectation from bankers 

and the subsequent desire to live up to such expectation are contributory for bank 

fraud. 

5) Economic down-turn: For the past eight years Nigerian economy has witnessed an 

unprecedented devaluation of currency and excessively biting inflation. Both the 

political and economic situation has declined from bad to worse with graduates 

roaming about the streets in search of employment. Workers salaries are not enough 

for them to take care of their families. This ugly situation pushes some bank staff to 

commit fraud (Adegoke, 1990). 

 

Effects of Fraud on Banks  

Fraud greatly reduces shareholders fund and leads to loss of money belonging to the customers. 

This loss results in the reduction of available resources, which can hamper the banking 

operations and can result to the collapse of the affected banks. These banks are also deprived of 

honest applicants who may not be willing to apply for the fear of being associated with fraud. 

Fraud can also lead to dismissal and retrenchment of staff who may not be associated with the 

fraudsters, whereby resulting in the loose of experienced staff. (Kiabel 2004). The welfare of the 

bank staff may also be greatly affected with the increasing rate of fraudulent practices. No staff 

will have the courage to fight for staff welfare matters, such as promotion, increase in salaries 

and improvement in general working conditions. 

Bank fraud has made customers loss their confidence in the banking industry and thereby 

resulting in a serious setback to the effort geared at promoting bad habits in a country where 

many people prefer to keep their money at home where they think it’s safer. Fraud can also 

destroy the economy of a nation and its sovereignty.  
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Prevention and Control of Bank Fraud  

So far, the prevention of bank fraud has been a combined effort involving the banks, government 

and its agencies and the general public. The ability to prevent fraud in banks depends on the 

quality of its staff and the effectiveness of internal control in the work place. Rubertson (1991) 

defines internal control system as the whole system of controls financial and other wise 

established by the management in order to ensure an efficient manner of administration, ensure 

adherence to management policies, safeguard the asset and secure as far as possible the 

completeness and accuracy of the records and assets . 

The human resources and internal control system in which the efficiency and security of the bank 

are usual measures which ensures timely prevention and control of bank fraud are categorized. 

i) Personnel controls  

ii) Administrative control 

iii) Financial control 

iv) Accounting control 

v) Inventory control 

vi) Process control 

 

In the personnel controls, we have proper recruitment and proper disengagement procedures, 

posting and placement, job rotation, training programmes, enforced holidays and annual 

vacation. In administrative control, we have segregation of duties and security devices e.g. 

cameras, password, etc (Afolabi, 1994). In financial controls, we have cash limits, signing power 

and specialized stationery. In accounting control, we have validation prompt, posting of 

transactions, balancing of accounts, reconciliation and proper identification of authorization and 

approvals.   In inventory control, we have physical checks and counts and business cards, stocks, 

receipt notes, stock issued voucher, etc. In process control, we have input/output validation and 

program controls. Although all these controls are used in every aspect of the banking operation 

as prevention techniques but special attention is given to the accounting control as proper 

application is very vital to the system’s efficiency and effectiveness against bank fraud. Banks 

financial operations are reviewed at regular intervals by means of interim accounting and report. 

Adeniji, (2004), summarizes how fraud is prevented and controlled in the following words. 

“If every voucher is properly checked and due approval confirmed, if proper posting are made 

and posted entries prompted called over, if balancing and reconciliation exercises are regularly 

performed, if figures are measured against projects/standards and variance are analyzed, if 

statistics are monitored and appropriate returns are sent and received on time, the possibility of 

fraud occurrence or non-detection would be quite remote”. 

Bank managers are to pay particular attention to means of payment and customers account. 

There are rules for cash payment, such as: 

i) Physical checks and balancing of cash 

ii) Paying surprise visit to cashiers and daily exchanges of till and till book. 

Special attention is also paid to the non-cash payment instruments such as cheque, banks 

payment etc, when it comes to clearing, care is taken to prevent substitution, loss or destruction 

of clearing document. Apart from some cases of defalcation and direct theft, most bank frauds 

are committed through accounts. That is why customers’ accounts are to be monitored from the 

time of opening them to the time they will be closed. 

Government had promulgated appropriate statutes and established relevant institutions that will 

ensure that incidence of fraud in banks and other financial institution is eliminated. These 
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statutes include the CBN decree, BOFA decree, NDIC decree, CAM decree, SEC decree, FMBN 

decree and the money laundering decree. The institution include securities and exchange 

commission (SEC), Nigeria deposit insurance corporation (NDIC), the central bank of Nigeria 

(CBN) and the National Drug Law, Enforcement Agency and sound banking operations and 

good financial system. The effort of members of the public in preventing and controlling fraud in 

banks has not been encouraging, this may be due to slow and tortuous legal process or sheer 

ignorance of how fraud is perpetrated.  

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

This study is aimed at establishing the challenges that constrain the efficiency of financial 

control system in the banking industry that distort them from preventing fraud. It uses a survey 

form of research because it seeks to study selected banks from the Nigerian banking industry 

(commercial banks in particular) and to determine the constant variables and explain their effects 

on financial controls. To this end a cross-sectional survey with one observation in the dependent 

variable (financial control) and the independent variables (human factor, system failure, the 

social environment and management). Data so collected from the field work was used to test the 

hypotheses to confirm, the effect of human error on the efficiency of financial controls in the 

banking industry. 

Based on convenience, the study wass reduced to two banks that are representing the first 

generation and the other modern. Again the study was based on branches in Port Harcourt and 

Yenogoa. It concentrated on top managers, administrative and operational staff of senior rank 

with a minimum of three years working experience was selected. A total of 62 staff from 

different branches in Port-Harcourt and Yenagoa was deliberately and strategically selected for 

the study.  

For the researchers’ collected primary data with a Questionnaire. The Questionnaire was 

designed with multiple choice closed-ended questions to help the respondents to express what 

they know at different degrees. The Questions are arranged in sequence with counter-check 

questions in between the sequence to check the consistency in a respondents answer. 

Respondents were provided with the options to strongly agree (SA), Agree (A) undecided 

disagree (DA) and strongly disagree (SD). These options were ranked as SA = 5, A= 3, DA= 2 

and SD=1 

The researchers distributed the entire Questionnaires personally to the sixty two (62) respondents 

in the six (6) selected branches. All primary data were first collated, edited and coded into a 

meaningful form. The research questions were analyzed on a tabular form with simple 

percentage, while the hypotheses were being tested with simple regression analysis using E-

view, because the variables are dependent (financial control) and independent (human error, 

system failure, social environment and management commitment).  

 

Results and Discussions 

This chapter deals on the presentation and analysis of data collected by the researcher with the 

help of a questionnaire. Sixty (62) questionnaires were distributed to six (6) branches of First 

Bank and Union Bank in Yenagoa and Port Harcourt. The researchers were able to retrieve fifty 

one which represents 82% of the total distribution for the study. 
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Presentation and Analysis of Research Questions    

Research Question 1 

To what extent are current financial controls relevant to fraud prevention in the banking 

industry?  

Table 1: Current financial controls are capable to prevent fraud  

Options  No. of responses % Response 

SA 31 61% 

A  8 16% 

U 12 23% 

DA - - 

SD - - 

Total  51 100 

                   Source: Researcher’s fieldwork – 2014 

From table 1, 61 and 16% agreed that the current financial control measures in the banking 

industry are capable to prevent fraud, which indicated that they are relevant for fraud prevention 

in the industry. 

 

Research Question  2 

To what extent are human errors affecting the operation of financial controls in the banking 

industry? 

Table .2:  Human errors affect compliance with financial controls in the banking 

industry    

Options  No. of responses % Response 

SA 19 37% 

A  28 55% 

U - - 

DA 3 6% 

SD 1 2% 

Total  51 100 

  Source: Researcher’s fieldwork – 2014  

Table .2 above shows that 37% strongly agreed on the negative effect of human error on 

compliance with control guidelines, 55% agreed that such errors affect compliance while 6% and 

2% disagreed and strongly disagreed respectively. The table provided an overall clue that human 

errors affect compliance with financial control guidelines in the banking industry. 

Research Question 3   

To what extent are financial institutions complying with financial control measures? 

Table 3:  Financial controls are complied with by the bank at all times (Q6)   

Options  No. of responses % Response 

SA 17 33% 

A  17 33% 

U 10 20% 

DA 7 14% 

SD - - 

Total  51 100 

  Source: Researcher’s fieldwork – 2014  
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Table 3 shows that banks complied with prudential guidelines by 66% reason being that factors 

such as human error, management policies on profitability and staff rationalization affects full 

compliance with such guidelines. 

 

Research Questions 4  

What are the possible ways to improve current measures to improve on compliance with 

financial control? 

Respondents provided the following recommendations. 

1) Central bank should carry out its supervisory functions more often than what is 

obtainable. 

2) Defaulting bank executives should be penalized publicly with weightier financial 

implications.  

3) Bank staff straining resources should be based on ethics and rationalization and 

Central Bank should from time to time evaluate such training packages to improve 

their curriculum toward compliance. 

 

MODEL SPECIFICATION FOR TEST OF HYPOTHESES 

The analysis was based on least squire regression with econometric view of 3.1 version.  

Model I: 

FNC =f (HUM ,SYSF, SOENV, MGTC)…..(i) 

The mathematical form of the model can be expressed as: 

FNC: o +  HUM, + 2 SYSF + 3 SOENV + 4 MGTC +e…..(ii) 

Where 

 FNC  =       Financial Controls. 

HUM = Human Error 

SYSF    = System failure 

SOENV= Social environment 

MGTC    = Management Commitment 

E         = unidentified variables 

The a priori expectation of the linear models are presented below 

∂HUM/∂FNC > 0; ∂SYSF/∂FNC>0; ∂SOENV/∂FNC >0; ∂MGTC/∂FNC >0  

STATISTICAL (FIRST ORDER) TEST  

Here, various statistical tests will be carried out so as to verify the acceptability, reliability, and 

robustness of the estimated regression result. The tests include: 
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F-Test 

This is used to test for the overall significance of the model. It tests the simultaneous null 

hypothesis of all the parameters to be equal to zero in the regression model. 

Coefficient of Determination  

This test is used to measure the goodness of fit of a regression line. It measures the proportion of 

the total variation in the dependent variable explain by the regressors’ in the model. 

Test of Autocorrelation  

This test is used to verify the randomness of the error term between members of the same series 

of observations. The conventional Durbin-Watson (DW) will be employed to verify this 

hypothesis. 

Test of Specification Error  

This test is used to verify whether the econometric regression model being estimated is correctly 

specified. The Ramsey’s RESET (Regression Specification Error Test) will be employed. 

Forecast Test 

This test is used to verify the reliability of the estimated regression model in forecasting future 

values. The conventional Durbin-Watson test (DW) will be employed to verify this hypothesis. 

 The econometric software packages used for the analysis of this work are the Reviews 

3.1 and the Microsoft Excel 2007 is used to enter the data. 

TABLE 4 

Ramsey RESET Test: 

F-statistic             1.009835    Probability 0.366633 

Log likelihood ratio         2.109047    Probability 0.348358 

Source: e-view output 

The table 4 above presents the Ramsey RESET test for model specification and the result 

indicates that the models are properly specified.  

Table 5 

WhiteHeteroskedasticity Test: 

F-statistic             1.418153    Probability 0.176969 

Obs*R-squared 13.91325    Probability 0.176985 

Source: e-view output 
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Table 5 above shows the White Heteroskedasticity test and the result indicates that there is no 

evidence of heteroskedasticity. That is, 0.176969 is greater than 0.05. in the models. 

Hypotheses  

Table 6. LS FNC 

Dependent Variable: FNC 

Method: Least Squares 

Date: 02/24/14   Time: 11:08 

Sample: 62 

Included observations: 16 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   

C 26.65089 28.84636 0.923891 0.3773 

HUM -0.245780 0.280003 -0.877777 0.4007 

SYSF -0.224719 0.283455 -0.792787 0.4463 

SOENV 0.226313 0.280947 0.805537 0.4392 

MGTC -0.021982 0.024491 0.897563 0.3905 

     

R-squared 0.623335     Mean dependent var 50.95312 

Adjusted R-squared -0.514998     S.D. dependent var 69.50606 

S.E. of regression 70.02533     Akaike info criterion 11.61559 

Sum squared resid 49035.47     Schwarz criterion 11.90531 

Log likelihood -86.92470     F-statistic 0.955672 

Durbin-Watson stat 2.388776     Prob(F-statistic) 0.487572 

 

The results in the table 6 above provides the degree of fitness of the effect of human error, on 

efficiency of financial control to be 0.245, system failure to be 0.224, social environment as 

0.226 and management commitment as 0.021. all indicating that a one (1%)   percent 

improvement in these variables will result to a corresponding more than 0.2%  improvement on 

the efficiency of the accounting financial control system in a Bank. 
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The Durbin-watson test of 2.388776 indicates that the result from this study can be generalized 

and even be applicable to be used to forecast for the future or the long run situation. 

The Adjusted R square test above shows that the indentified variable, explains the behavior of 

financial control efficiency by 51 percent.  

 

 DISCUSION OF FINDINGS 

This study was based on the efficiency of financial control measures and the challenge of fraud 

prevention in the banking industry. The present financial control measures such as the prudential 

guidelines by Central Bank of Nigeria are competent to provide the needed control on fraud 

prevention as indicated in the analysis of research question one in table .2. The study also 

indicated that there is a positive relationship between implementation of financial controls in 

fraud prevention. This means when prudential guidelines and other internal control policies of 

banks are followed. It will be able to prevent financial misappropriation in the banking industry. 

That compliance with such control measures had been affected by human errors, management 

policies, commitment and staff recruitment. The level of system failure which includes electronic 

and organizational systems and the environment has a negative effect on the efficiency of the 

control measures. 

Conclusion   

The study with the help of the analysis in the research questions and hypotheses provided the 

following conclusions. 

1) That the present financial control measures of central banks and other regulatory bodies 

in the banking industry are sufficient and content wise effective to prevent fraud in the 

banking industry. 

2) The existence of fraudulent acts in the industry in spite of the available controls is 

informed by variables or factors such as human errors, management policies on 

profitability and shareholders wealth maximization, bonus schemes for managers and 

basis of their performance evaluation had accounted for the occurrence of creative 

accounting and management fraud.  

3) That other factors such as staff recruitment policies is also responsible. Although banks 

sign bonds with staff and their guarantors, on employment, so they have failed to recruit 

specialists in financial areas such as accountants, banking/finance graduates and others 

from management sciences as operational staff, instead Engineers, Artists, and other non-

related specialist are employed. This policy affects professional competence, moral value 

and financial discipline in the performance of their duties with delinquency. 

4) The poor technological formation of the country affects the net work systems used to 

monitor operations. The frequent breakdown of such systems creates loopholes for 

violation of internal and external control systems. 

5) Individual mines can be tutored towards bad even if such minds were for good. An 

environment that celebrates success in fraud has the ability to turn away good for bad. 

This has affected most top management staff in the banking industry. 

 

Recommendations    

 Based on the findings the researcher recommended that: 

1) Supervision of the activities of operatiional staff by superiors should be intensified and be 

more frequent on a timely basis by management staff, Central Bank of Nigeria should set 
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up a monitoring committee that will evaluate the policies of the banks and their 

recruitment policies and procedures on a monthly basis. 

2) The internal control system of banks by the reporting auditor appointed by Central Bank 

of Nigeria to audit commercial banks on a more frequent basis. This will help to prevent 

the problem of faulting internal control checks by staff and management for personal 

gratification. 

3) Also, management and operational staff should be made to listen to pep-talks by 

managers on honesty, social capital values, operational efficiency and internal control 

compliances. This will improve the rationality of the staff on a daily basis on the need to 

value honesty and take pride in being truthful and honest at least for the day.   
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QUESTIONNAIRE 

A questionnaire on “Financial Controls and the challenges of Fraud Prevention in the Banking 

industry”. A study of selected banks in Port Harcourt and yenagoa. 

Part 1: 

1) Sex: Male [   ] Female   [   ] 

2) Educational qualification: ----------------------------------------------------- 

3) Area of specialization: --------------------------------------------------------- 

4) Position/Rank: ------------------------------------------------------------------- 

5) Number of years in the service: ----------------------------------------------- 

Part II 

Please tick [] the option that corresponds with the actual situation to be true 

SA - Strong Agreed 

A - Agreed  

U - Undecided 

DA - Disagreed and 

SD - Strongly Disagreed  

S/N ITEMS SA A U DA SD 

1. Current financial controls are Ok      

2. They are capable to prevent fraud       

3. They need to be improved       

4. The CBN control measures need adjustment       
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5. Prudential guidelines are Ok      

6. Prudential guidelines with by or bank are complied       

7. Your bank had paid fine for non-compliance with (PGLS)      

8. Management divisions supersede  PGLS      

9. Human errors affect compliance with financial control      

10. Cost of implementation affect compliance with controls      

11. Social environment and competition affect compliance with 

control guidelines   

     

12. Management policies affect full implementation of financial 

controls in the bank. 

     

13. Staffing policies affect full implementation of financial 

controls in the bank.  

     

14. Profitability sometimes override the necessity for 

compliance  

     

15.  What possible ways will you prescribe to improve on: 

i) Financial control margins --------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------ 

ii) The level of compliance by banks. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

     

 


